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https://freelancer.com/u/Macchiato

Laravel artisan, web developer, web designer

My developer journey started when I got a scholarship
from the Algebra Open University. There I ﬁrst tackled
ASP.NET with C# and SQL. Afterwords I got two more
scholarships from them: one for web design and one for
developing web applications with PHP and MySQL.
Until I got my ﬁrst “actuall” job I done a few side
projects. These projects helped me to ﬁnd the best
practices early on.
Working for a company full time I found out my career
game changer- Laravel. And from then my career curve
took an a steep ascending shape. I also applied to a
couple of freelance websites where I met a lot of
awesome clients that, as I found out in the years to
come, would actually become permanent partners.
I can tackle: Any PHP framework, SaSS, task runners
(gulp,npm,yarn), git, jQuery, Vue.js….
For my full skill set list or companies/projects for which I
worked on see my C.V. – I will let my work do the
talking!
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Work experience

CDF Travel (Freelance) (01.01.2022 - Current Position )
This Laravel project is a complex scraper project. Initially the job was to speed up the app, but
the project was received in a not so good state.
RabbitMQ was triggered after 5 minutes. Processing 10 queues in a couple of minutes.
After creating an custom queue connection in order to utilize better scraper caching and re
optimized logic starting from the database, the app can process around 3000 queues per server
instantly.

Aymolive (Freelance) (16.12.2020 - Current Position )
Designing the whole system: from the database level to the UI/UX suggestions. Each step of the
way trying to create the best possible solution with my coworkers.

graﬃtistreet.com (Freelance) (01.07.2016 - Current Position )
Various website ﬁxes, auction development, UI/UX improvements, developing new features,
managing a large plugin based website

Planeta verde (Freelance) (01.12.2019 - Current Position )
Redesigning the website, along with building the system from scratch in Laravel 6 (at the time of
writing this)
Complete database overhaul, new roles and permission system, upgradeing the existing forms
built in Yii2 to a more intuitive system.

Farshore Partners (Freelance) (01.05.2021 - Current Position )
Subcontractor on multiple projects.
Codeigniter web app and mobile api
Laravel mobile API (JWT, Kafka, Swagger, Geo API, Ably)
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Lelo (Full time) (17.08.2020 - Current Position )
I came to Lelo as a senior Backend developer. The position was for multiple global, heavy load
e-commerce systems built in Drupal commerce.
After a year or so I have been promoted to the Technical lead position.
Since then:
Introduced private Satis repository
Updated or started updating all of the sites to PHP8.1 or higher
Updated everything to composer 2
Started a team learning experience with Fastly
Introduced K6 stress tests
Added RabbitMQ and GO custom client for processing orders
Soon a Laravel system to handle inhouse and potential job candidates exams
In addition to all of that, this is a been a huge experience managing people and tasks.

Tehnet d.o.o (Full time) (01.05.2013 - 31.08.2013 )
Custom design, development and SEO for a webshop selling security systems with a related CMS
system

wctickets2014.com (Freelance) (01.06.2013 - 15.09.2013 )
Custom design and development for a lottery website with a related CMS system

beautyart.hr (Freelance) (10.01.2015 - 01.04.2015 )
Custom design, development and SEO for a cosmetics, hair and beauty saloon accessories
webshop with a related CMS

Crobos yachting (Full time) (01.06.2014 - 15.05.2015 )
Design, development and SEO for multiple charter websites (~20) with a related CMS system.
One of the responsibilities was also to build systems that could help the company workﬂow: build
a oﬀer manager, contract manager, document manager etc….
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Knowlege and skills

Laravel

PHP/MySql

Education
PUO Algebra

PUO Algebra

2012-2013

2012-2012

Internet application
developer in PHP and
MySQL

Web designer

PUO Algebra

School of Electrical
Engineering Split

Wordpress

GIT

Drupal

JS,jQuery,Vue,React

Go lang

Fastly

K6 testing

RabbitMQ

2011-2012

Internet application
developer in ASP.NET(C#)
and SQL

2004-2008

Electrician
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My work
Aymolive
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Musica LMS

Sadeﬂowers
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Folkhalsoinformationen

Planeta verde redesign (system and web)
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Hrvatski teniski savez - new website

Clickhook CRM
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Courthive

Villa Pitomcia logo
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Apartmani Petra

